EWWR good practices and case studies

1. Details of Action:
EWWR Coordinator: IBGE-BIM Brussels Environment
Country/Region: The Brussels Capital Region
Name of nominated action developer: Céline Carbonnelle
Name of nominated action: Prêt à prêter - Spreken is zilver, delen is goud (“ready to share”)
Place: Oudergem
Town: Brussels
Region: The Brussels Capital Region
Country: Belgium
Website: /
Nominee category: Citizen
Dates of action: 16-24 November 2013 (The whole Week and still continuing)
2. Please select the theme(s) highlighted in the action:
X Reduce – Strict avoidance and reduction at source
X Reuse – Preparing for reuse and reuse
Recycle – Waste sorting and Recycling
Let’s Clean Up Europe!
3. Type of Action
Action open to general public
X Action open to a target group
Action based on the production of communication tools
Other, please specify:

4. Please give a detailed and precise description of the nominated action
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It is a fact that a lot of people have appliances and tools at home they don’t often use, but which can sometimes
cost a lot of money to purchase. Miss Carbonnelle had the great idea to offer a platform in her work environment to
all colleagues so that they can announce the things they would like to share with colleagues who are in search for
it, without a need to invest in it. Instead of giving away, the owner stays the owner of the tools, and puts his stuff at
the disposal of colleagues.
In order to do so, Miss Carbonnelle drafted
1) some rules of good practice
-lenders have to fill in all cases of the excel sheet (description, category, contact details, remarks)
-interested borrowers have to contact the owner directly (e.g. to define the pick up point), Miss Carbonnelle doesn’t
interfere/nor is responsible
-under no circumstances money will be offered/accepted
-by participating, borrowers declare to take good care of the objects they borrow and to replace it when broken, or
to make another arrangement with the owner.
2) a well structured excel sheet for the registration of the objects to share.
The excel sheet was placed on a shared online platform, accessible to all colleagues.
Communication was done via a newsletter to all colleagues, and an announcement on the intranet.
The objects are categorised, which enables the search. Categories are: animals, DIY, kitchen, disguise, party,
garden, hobby, cleaning, sports and holiday. Other categories can be added if needed.
Some of the objects which were put on the sharing list:
-outdoor games (table tennis, badminton, tennis,…)
-basket to carry dogs and cats
-tools to decorate the house (ladder, steamer, drill, wall paper table,…)
-baking tools, kitchen appliances, cook books
-gardening tools
-travel equipment: back packs, travel guides, cool box, mattresses,…
-…
This sharing platform was created and launched at the occasion of the European Week for Waste Reduction, but
will continue to exist. The list grows every day, as it becomes more and more known.

5. Please describe the target audience and how the action motivated its public/target audience, as well as
the number of participants
Miss Carbonnelle has about 700 colleagues who can access the sharing platform. During the Week, 20 colleagues
registered 1 or more objects. In total 44 objects were registered, of which 5 were borrowed during the Week,
according to a small evaluation. The sharing list still exists and grows every day, with an increasing amount of
participants, and objects to share.
Colleagues who participated mentioned that they think it’s an original, convivial, easy and very useful initiative. The
idea to share objects which are not very often used seems like something obvious to a lot of people.
People were encouraged to take part and were informed about the benefits (less waste generated, less natural
resources used, cheap, easy, teambuilding (“meet your colleagues”)) via a newsletter sent to their mail address and
via a message on the intranet.
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